KERONE now renowned name in serving specialized need of customers with best quality and economical process Heating/cooling and drying products, manufactured in high quality environment by well trained and qualified workforce(special purpose machineries).

KERONE is pioneer in application and implementation engineering with its vast experience and team of professionals. KERONE is devoted to serve the industry to optimize their operations both economically and environmentally with its specialized heating and drying solutions.

“Enhance the value of customer operation through our customer need centric engineering solution”

**Mission**

- To enhance the value of customer operation through our customer need centric engineering solution.

- We are committed to provide our customers, unique and best in class products in Industrial heating, drying and cooling segment, with strategic tie-up for the technical know-how with renowned leader in the industry specific segment.

**Vision**

- Turn into world leader in providing specialized, top-notch quality and ecological industrial heating, cooling and drying solution across the globe.

- To attain global recognition as best of quality and environment friendly engineering solution company.
40 Years of rich Experience

Great after Sale Support

Sound Infrastructure

Team of experts Delivering Quality

Cost Effective Solutions

Adherence to Standards

Timely Delivery

Highly Customized Product
Introduction to
Knife Over Roll Coating

The Knife over roll coater has traditionally been the choice when needing to put down a substantial and level coating of medium to high consistency onto uneven surfaces, for example, materials, fiber glass mats and non woven. Average applications incorporate cast movies, emblazoned and plain deck, fortified plastics, medicinal dressings, material cement coatings.

This process depends on a coating being connected to the substrate which then goes through a "gap" between a "knife" and a bolster roller. Contingent upon the wanted impact to the knife is countered by a roller, platen or nothing by any means; in this manner roller knives, platen knives and air knives are recognized. The knife bar of current coating plant is outfitted with a few coating knives and is alterable as per the pistol rule. This encourages a brisk change of the knives, particularly of the roller and the air knife.

[Link to Kerone website]

www.kerone.com/knife-over-roll-coating.php
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